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New Chances and New Responsibilities in the Arctic
Region
2010-12-06

hauptbeschreibungthe arctic in the 21st century is exposed to multiple challenges global
warming will have far reaching repercussions and thus will open up new opportunities the
melting of the ice enables the exploitation of resources and the use of new shipping routes
which were not accessible up to now however these opportunities require new responsibilities
which have to be taken seriously these developments in the arctic partake an increasing
position in the international environmental discussion the present book contains a
comprehensive analysis of the current problems with regar

Human Rights and Responsibilities in Britain and
Ireland
1987-12-01

contributors include hugues dumont belgium j isawa elaigwu nigeria thomas fleiner
switzerland xavier bernadí gil spain ellis katz usa nicolas lagasse belgium george mathew
india clement macintyre australia enric argullol murgades spain manuel gonzález oropeza
mexico marcelo piancastelli brazil hans peter schneider germany richard simeon canada
marc van der hulst belgium sébastien van drooghenbroeck belgium and john m williams
australia

Distribution of Powers and Responsibilities in Federal
Countries
2005-12-05

this volume bridges contemporary philosophical conceptions of risk and responsibility and
offers an extensive examination of the topic it shows that risk and responsibility combine in
ways that give rise to new philosophical questions and problems philosophical interest in the
relationship between risk and responsibility continues to rise due in no small part due to
environmental crises emerging technologies legal developments and new medical advances
despite such interest scholars are just now working out how to conceive of the links between
risk and responsibility the implications that risks may have to conceptions of responsibility
and vice versa as well as how such theorizing might play out in applied cases with
contributions from leading scholars this volume brings together new work examining the
interplay between risk and responsibility exploring its varied philosophical aspects and
applications to contemporary issues in law bioethics technology and environmental ethics
risk and responsibility in context will be of interest to philosophers working in ethics bioethics
philosophy of law and philosophy of technology as well as scholars and practitioners in law
health and science management public policy and environmental studies



Risk and Responsibility in Context
2023-08-31

this book explores the current state of corporate social responsibility csr in 24 european
nations examining the state of the development and practice of csr and sustainability for
organizations in these countries the common denominator for all of the book s 25 chapters is
a management perspective rather than an ethical discourse the book therefore represents a
comprehensive survey of initiatives and activities in the field of csr and provides a wealth of
complete cases and examples for different approaches to sustainable and responsible
management practice the book also reviews the relevant political and governmental
guidelines and frameworks for organizations both on a national and a european level europe
has taken a leading role in the promotion and implementation of csr this book showcases
how through csr enterprises can significantly contribute to achieving the european union s
treaty objectives of sustainable development and a highly competitive social market
economy

Corporate Social Responsibility in Europe
2015-02-12

china s recent economic transformation and integration into the world economy has
coincided with increasing pressure for corporate law reform to make corporate social
responsibility csr integral to business and management strategy in china this time

Corporate Social Responsibility in Contemporary China
2014-01-31

to whom are armed opposition groups and business corporations accountable for their
actions in armed conflict and in peace times are they responsible as a group this pioneer
book offers innovative theoretical and empirical analyses to these questions

Responsibilities of the Non-State Actor in Armed
Conflict and the Market Place
2015-05-07

this study by more than 130 contributors assesses the moves to decentralize educational
administration the text contains overviews by individual authors and joint papers forming
dialogues between different academic contenders it provides a survey of educational policies
and planning and an analysis of the changes in england and wales curriculum control
privatization and leadership issues are also debated this book is one of four volumes which
consider the educational dilemmas facing governments professional educators and practising
administrators in the current educational climate the issues are addressed from international
and comparative perspectives



Power and Responsibility in Education
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this book provides empirical evidence on how universities have considered social
responsibilities as their prime focus and engaged with civil society to enhance their values
case studies from indonesia to the united kingdom enrich the book through experience
interventions and narratives

University-Community Partnerships for Promoting
Social Responsibility in Higher Education
2020-07-24

now more than ever there is a growing importance for companies to ramp up their focus on
social responsibility an effective csr program can have a positive impact on companies
employees and consumers this new volume corporate social responsibility in the global
business world a conceptual regulatory and illustrative framework covers the parameters of
corporate social responsibility around the world elucidating the concepts evolution cultural
dimensions key areas and disclosure and reporting methods and how csr is being considered
and implemented across the globe the book also offers a future outlook for csr the book
begins with a thorough introduction to csr covering its meaning and definition along with the
principles of csr for effective implementation its inherent benefits and its challenges it goes
on to cover the status of csr in emerging economies with the emphasis on emerging trends in
corporate governance reporting indexing and certification the volume considers the evolution
of csr from voluntary to mandatory along with the underlining advantages and disadvantages
while also giving comparisons of csr in developed versus developing nations the book looks
at the regulations and legislation around the world pertaining to csr such as universal gri
standards and legislative framework of countries like uk usa india germany france canada
china and indonesia that have been sketched out covering expenditures disclosure and
reporting obligations the authors share case studies of implemented csr projects initiatives
and practices highlighting several societal and environmental issues either through
stakeholder relations and collaborations with ngos or agencies or by adhering to government
regulations for csr compliance this book provides a valuable overview of csr and how
effective implementation can lead to a corporation s contribution to worldwide and regional
sustainability and the well being of society and the environment

Corporate Social Responsibility in the Global Business
World
2024-07-26

over the years many corporations have been trying to determine what they can and should
do to contribute to the sustainability of the economic social and ecological environment
within which they operate corporate social responsibility has become a key senior



management issue worldwide and an increasingly debated topic in china this book aims at
helping companies operating in china to better assess and exercise their corporate social
responsibility csr in specific contexts the purpose of this book is to show that csr has a strong
economic pay back in the long run that it is a key success factor in nurturing corporate
excellence and that a sense of urgency and accrued inventiveness are required from
companies operating in china cross disciplinary in scope the book aims at helping students
and analysts in political science governance international relations and chinese studies to
understand and appreciate the unique role that firms play in shaping a new china it focuses
on the relationship between the state civil society and corporations in the chinese context it
researches the conditions under which this relationship might result in redefining china s
developmental model this practical business oriented book takes into account china s
classical and contemporary thought on csr it is the result of a long research and collaborative
process with several institutions and industry leaders

Corporate Social Responsibility in China
2014

the neoplatonists have a perfectionist view of freedom an entity is free to the extent that it
succeeds in making itself good free entities are wholly in control of themselves they are self
determining self constituting and self knowing neoplatonist philosophers argue that such
freedom is only possible for non bodily things the human soul is free insofar as it rises above
bodily things and engages in intellection but when it turns its desires to bodily things it is
drawn under the sway of fate and becomes enslaved ursula coope discusses this notion of
freedom and its relation to questions about responsibility she explains the important role of
notions of self reflexivity in neoplatonist accounts of both freedom and responsibility in part i
coope sets out the puzzles neoplatonist philosophers face about freedom and responsibility
and explains how these puzzles arise from earlier discussions part ii explores the
metaphysical underpinnings of the neoplatonist notion of freedom concentrating especially
on the views of plotinus and proclus in what sense if any is the ultimate first principle of
everything the one free if everything else is under this ultimate first principle how can
anything other than the one be free what is the connection between freedom and
nonbodiliness finally coope considers in part iii questions about responsibility arising from
this perfectionist view of freedom why are human beings responsible for their behaviour in a
way that other animals are not if we are enslaved when we act viciously how can we be to
blame for our vicious actions and choices

Ethical Responsibility in Pharmacy Practice
2002

with social and digital media reshaping the way business is conducted and the number of
companies embracing the new social medium this book revisits csr practices from a digital
perspective the volume explores the impact and influence of the new social on responsibility
and its feasibility measurability and success in a boundary less world



Inter-professional Roles and Responsibilities in a
Radiology Service
1998

since the mid 1990s political and public debates about the social responsibilities of firms
have gained renewed force although csr seems to be a well defined concept in management
literature in its diverse applications the csr concept loses much of its pertinence in managing
corporate social responsibility in action the authors focus on different aspects of managing
csr in action to capture differences between discourse and practice by examining the
question from three angles talking about csr doing csr and measuring csr they attempt to
make sense of the difference between practice and reality this volume considers ways to
overcome the difficulties that arise around csr in action

Freedom and Responsibility in Neoplatonist Thought
2020-04-16

when many people are involved in an activity it is often difficult if not impossible to pinpoint
who is morally responsible for what a phenomenon known as the problem of many hands this
term is increasingly used to describe problems with attributing individual responsibility in
collective settings in such diverse areas as public administration corporate management law
and regulation technological development and innovation healthcare and finance this volume
provides an in depth philosophical analysis of this problem examining the notion of moral
responsibility and distinguishing between different normative meanings of responsibility both
backward looking accountability blameworthiness and liability and forward looking obligation
virtue drawing on the relevant philosophical literature the authors develop a coherent
conceptualization of the problem of many hands taking into account the relationship and
possible tension between individual and collective responsibility this systematic inquiry into
the problem of many hands pertains to discussions about moral responsibility in a variety of
applied settings

A Study Committee Report on Federal Responsibility in
the Field of Education
1955

with reference to global governance initiatives aimed at promoting ethical business practices
this volume offers a timely examination of canada africa relations and natural resource
governance

Corporate Social Responsibility in the Digital Age
2015-03-30



based on both theoretical and empirical approaches the essays in this volume emphasise the
role of ethics in a globalized economy

Managing Corporate Social Responsibility in Action
2016-05-13

5 4 the quality of prices insider trading market rigging and dark pools 5 5 volatility and risk
transfer chapter 6 new avenues for action 6 1 curbing expectations and aspirations in finance
6 2 enhancing the importance of personal relationships 6 3 simplifying the way finance works
6 4 teaching finance differently 6 5 ethics as a goal bibliography index

Personal Responsibility in Food Consumption Act
2003

a fascinating chapter in american social and cultural history like our very own offers
compelling evidence of the role that adoption has played in our evolving efforts to define the
meaning and nature of both motherhood and family book jacket

A Plea for National Elementary Education separate
from Religious Instruction: in a letter to the Right Hon.
the Earl Russell. By an Old Friend of Popular Education
1872

the phenomenon of proliferation of international organizations has urged focus on the
responsibility of international organizations under international law as the effect of their
activities is witnessed everywhere in our daily life the main purpose of the present book is to
examine and review some specific aspects relevant to the question of international legal
responsibility of international organizations mainly with a view to assessing the international
law commission s work on the codification of the international legal rules applicable on
international organizations in this area at the same time the intention is to address the major
challenge to the codification of general rules for international organizations namely their wide
varying nature and their differences from each other furthermore the perspective has been
enlarged by elaborating on the broader concept of accountability of international
organizations

Moral Responsibility and the Problem of Many Hands
2015-03-12

this scarce antiquarian book is a facsimile reprint of the original due to its age it may contain
imperfections such as marks notations marginalia and flawed pages because we believe this
work is culturally important we have made it available as part of our commitment for
protecting preserving and promoting the world s literature in affordable high quality modern



editions that are true to the original work

Corporate Social Responsibility and Canada’s Role in
Africa’s Extractive Sectors
2020

this scarce antiquarian book is a facsimile reprint of the original due to its age it may contain
imperfections such as marks notations marginalia and flawed pages because we believe this
work is culturally important we have made it available as part of our commitment for
protecting preserving and promoting the world s literature in affordable high quality modern
editions that are true to the original work

Financial Markets and the Banking Sector
2015-09-30

here is the story of corporate social responsibility what it means where it came from where it
is going what it requires of business told in an eyewitness i was there style by a pioneer of
the study of csr in the nation s business schools it takes the reader through a half century of
corporate scandals and fierce struggles over corporate ethics from ralph nader s 1960s
campaign gm to today s white collar crimes at enron worldcom tyco and other wall street
giants it lays bare the values that drive corporate culture explores the motivational depths of
corporate strategy and policy demonstrates how biological impulses can lead business
decision makers astray questions the relevance and ethical commitment of business school
education reveals the spiritual side of management life and holds out hope that the new
millennium will see improvement in the ethical performance of business william c frederick is
one of the founders of the study of corporate social responsibility in the united states and
initiated some of the key concepts and analytic categories his books include business and
society social auditing and values nature and culture in the american corporation he was
president of the society for business ethics and the society for advancement of socio
economics and chaired the social issues in management division of the academy of
management he conducted studies of management education in spain italy egypt yugoslavia
ecuador nigeria and australia and designed and taught programs for executives in u s
corporations he was dean of the business schools at the university of kansas city and the
university of pittsburgh he received a phd in economics and anthropology from the university
of texas corporation be good draws on the author s half century of thinking about the social
and ethical responsibilities of the modern corporation
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